Walking the walk  by Williams, Nigel
Ole Roemer, the 17th century
Dutch astronomer who made the
first reasonably accurate
measurement of the speed of
light by timing the eclipses of
Jupiter’s moons, using simple
telescopes and clocks. As a kid, I
was inspired by the story of
Clyde Tombaugh, the farm boy
(like me) who got a job at Lowell
Observatory and went on to
discover Pluto.
You were involved in the
discovery of small RNA
regulation in the worm: are
you surprised by the recent
explosion in research on
miRNAs? I think I will always be
astonished by microRNAs. When
we found the lin-4 small RNA, I
thought it was fascinating, but I
can’t honestly say that I was sure
it would turn out to be of broad
significance. The lin-4 gene
functions in a genetic pathway
controlling developmental timing
that did not seem to be
conserved outside nematodes.
We tried for years to clone lin-4
from other nematode species
without success. But when the
Ruvkun lab found that let-7,
another small RNA in the same
pathway, is phylogenetically
conserved, we began in earnest
our search for other similar small
RNAs. Enthusiasm for miRNAs
has also been stimulated
enormously from the
simultaneous interest in small
interfering (si)RNAs and RNA
interference in general.
What is your greatest
research ambition? I hope to
keep doing it as long as I
can — as long as I feel that I am
still learning and progressing as
a scientist, and making some
sort of contribution. I love to do
experiments with my own hands,
so I imagine myself ending up in
some special home for aged
scientists, with wheelchair
accessible lab benches, and
large-print computer screens,
and so forth.
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Walking upright on two legs is a
trait unique to humans amongst
our ape cousins. There has
been much controversy and
uncertainty about when human
ancestors evolved an upright
gait, but a new study suggests
that Australopithecus afarensis,
3.2 million years ago, already
walked this way.
The team, led by William
Sellers at Loughborough
University with colleagues at
the University of Dundee and
the University of Liverpool,
reporting in the Royal Society’s
Interface journal (published
online), have used an
‘evolutionary robotics’ model to
study the famous fossil
footprints discovered 25 years
ago at Laetoli in Tanzania
dated at 3.5 million years,
alongside analysis of ‘Lucy’ —
a fossil of A. afarensis, a
species thought to possibly
have left the footprints in the
volcanic mud.
The model, tested on modern
humans, suggests that these
hominids walked at speeds
greater than those of modern
quadruped apes and that they
adopted a bipedal gait. Our two-
legged manner may therefore be
well embedded in history.
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Stepping out: A new study suggests early hominids may have adopted upright
walking as long as 3.2 million years ago. (Photo: EMPICS.)
